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The reason for their choice?
People have high standards and sophisticated taste.
Today, customers are more discerning in their purchase decision
and they don’t want to compromise style for functionality.
And FURSYS products are more than just furniture.
We please customers with choices in style and optimal
functions in products. Add our passion and uncompromising
conviction to quality, and it’s no wonder highly meticulous
customers choose FURSYS.
The FURSYS brand. We appeal to both your rational
and emotional senses.
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enAble
Office System / Desk

In this new era, an office that can be
transformed freely for growth and that
supports horizontal communication is
necessary. enAble Series is designed to
provide ergonomic design, convenient
systems and unrestricted layout, representing
a new office that increases work efficiency.

EXPACE
enAble

Motion
Desk

Wire
Management
Built-in multiple tap
(Duct type desk)
Built-in multiple tap is located in the
wiring tray of the surface, enabling easy
connection to power from the desk .

Desk wiring system

Wire clip
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Environment for working in a
standing position

Wiring space is available at the
bottom of the desk, helping to
organize messy electrical wires.

Working in a standing position
increases work efficiency while
maintaining health.

Vertical wire duct

Intuitive switch

Safety function

A switch that marks height and
then stores the configured height.

Anti-collision system stops
automatically when it encounters
an obstacle while adjusting height
(PIEZO).

General key

Duct cover with dual side open/close

Convenient vertical wiring(optional)

Range of height control

A cover that opens regardless of direction, enabling the use of electrical
outlet and cable connection with ease.

Various wiring solutions that help organize cables in a vertical direction
※ Small capacity - Wire clip / Large capacity - Vertical duct.

Adjusts to between 670 mm and 1170
Lower side can be organized in a
mm with an electric-powered height
tidy manner with adjustable height
control mechanism in accordance with
mechanism and wires storage.
body types and working styles of the user.

Lower cover

NFC key

Additional installation of hanging drawer
Spacious storage space is secured with installation of hanging drawer at the
upper panel. (can be attached to motion desk 1600~1800)
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EXPACE
enAble

Design

Screen

Duct type/Standard desk

Motion desk

Leg design

Comforting fabric color

Button with details

Magnet attachment

Creates a chic office space with diagonal legs for regular desks and slim
base of motion desks.

Natural color fabric creates a
comfortable atmosphere for offices.

Details with buttons on a front
screen emphasizes its design.

Steel plate is incorporated for easy
management of memos using
magnets.

Ergonomics

Work surface

Urethane arm pads

CPU holder

Various colors for surface

Soft urethane material is applied to
arm-rests in order to reduce fatigue
from long hours of work.

A 360° rotating functional holder is
attached to the bottom of the desk to
enable PC storage more convenient.

Various colors are available for
surface, providing options to suit
diverse office concepts.

※ Applies to Duct type/Motion desk
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※ Sold separately
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EXPACE
enAble
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Open
Multi
Cabinet

Horizontal wiring connection
at the back
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Horizontal wiring duct at the back of
cabinet is utilized to organize wires
horizontally when connected to the
desk.

Pedestal

Upper - Side storage space

Lower - PC storage space

Closet

Multipurpose storage

Documents viewed frequently can be
stored in an open storage space and
additional accessories can be attached
to accessory bar to organize office
stationary.

Large items such as mainframe
computers and bags can fit in the
lower storage space that is openly
zoned.

Equipped with storage structure
that can organize clothes in a tidy
manner. Mirror and accessories net
can be attached inside.

Pen trays and dividers can be combined to form a storage space of
a desired structure.

Accessories/Stationery box

Easy transportation

Cabinet back screen

Compact size

Various stationery are organized by
types in a plastic box.

With smoothly moving casters at
the lower side, you can move it
easily wherever you want it to go.

Back screen with wiring function is
attached for neat finish of the back
side.

400 mm wide drawer offers a
spacious space under the desk.
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EXPACE
enAble

Upper
Side
Cabinet
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Lower
Side
Cabinet
Side storage space

Various finishing materials for door

Sitting Pad

Efficient storage space

Bookend

An open storage space for easy
retrieval and storage of frequently
viewed documents.

Consisting of magnetic top coat finish
for attaching memo and a neat fabric
finish.

Supports a casual meeting task
with an attachable seat pad.

Frequently used items can be stored
inside a drawer and hold
documents separately.

An easily adjustable bookend helps
books and documents keep
organized neatly.

Configurable door position

Trendy and practical design

Pen tray

Size selection

Freely configurable inner structure Easy transportation

Door has no division of left and right, so location can be easily changed.

Rounded corners present comfort
and pattern designed magnetic
board on the back is for memos to
be attached.

Pen tray at the bottom supports
neat arrangement of stationery.

For a compact office, the 800 size cabinet would be the best use of space.
When spacious storage space and collaboration are supported, select the
1200 size cabinet to organize a practical office setting.

Location of the inner drawer and
sliding door can be easily adjusted
to satisfy the shape that one desires
with no differentiation between left
and right sides.

※ For top coat finish, accessories can be mounted

With smoothly moving casters at
the lower side, you can move it
easily wherever you want it to go.
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Office System / Desk

The EXPACE office furniture features the
"Spine" panel, a new design concept that
houses numerous network wires and cables
neatly inside the Spine panels. This Spinebased system serves as a backbone for flexible
office layouts, freely accommodating desks,
shelves, low walls, storage cabinets and other
accessories. Desks and cabinet units can be
arranged as needed without wire and cable
restrictions.

EXPACE

Spine

Spine (In IT office)

The spine does much more than run wires or cables
through a partition; the panels provide independent
access to electrical power and computer networks.
The spine system enhances IT utilization in the offices
of today's information society. Also, personal space is
added to the open-plan office layout.

The spine panels house numerous cables and provide
secure access to electrical power and the computer
network, serving as the backbone of the office wiring
system. The desks as well as other office furniture can
be positioned as desired, allowing for maximum IT
utilization.

The spine comes with two types of legs; one with a leg on one side and the
other with on legs both sides. The former as shown in a picture #2 allows
the panel to be placed next to a wall or walkway, enhancing space
utilization efficiency.

Each spine panel features a 110mm (4 1/4") wide holder to organize wires
and cables neatly inside. The wires can run through either horizontally or
vertically.

The spine panels are highly stable,
free-standing and easy to connect
in a line.
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EXPACE

Spine (In open plan office)

Worksurface

The spine panels that make up the wiring system
backbone are also the spatial boundaries in the openplan office. Desks and other furniture can be laid out in
various configurations within this framework;
the workspace is structured yet can be altered as needed.

The typical desk is cluttered with various cords that plug the
computer, keyboard and other equipment into the power
source. The EXPACE environment is uncluttered.
In addition, the EXPACE desk can be moved easily at any
time. The diverse wires and cables are all centrally organized
inside the spine, while the office equipment, books and
documents are placed on shelves that are attached to the
spine. The spine remains stationary, while the desks and
tables can be positioned in numerous ways, allowing the
office space to be rearranged quickly and easily.

The belt tiles, which are made of
high precision injection molded
plastic, are easily detachable to
facilitate cable management.

The spine also comes with
attachable shelves to hold office
machines, books or other items,
ensuring additional independent
space.
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The Pre-coated metal(PCM)
finishing tile is attached to on the
lower part of the panel with
magnets for easy installation and
maintenance.

The spine's attachable shelves are
solidly secured with die-cast
aluminum brackets that also look
great.

Type 1

Type 2

Type 3

Type 4

The aluminum legs are attached
without having the bolts exposed.
The appearance is simple yet
sophisticated.

Privacy can be maintained for any
layout configuration, as a screen can
be attached on the desk worktop
and a modesty panel can be added
when necessary.

The desk and shelves attached to the spine are of different heights, letting
the user increase or reduce the work surface as needed. A cushioning
material covers the underside of the shelf brackets to minimize impact with
the desk.
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EXPACE

Storage Unit 1

Storage Unit 2

The various storage units included in the EXPACE series
provide each workstation with sufficient room for effective
data management. Work organization and productivity are
enhanced as a result. The storage units can be combined to
accommodate specific work requirements and conditions.
Work surfaces and individual unit size can be arranged to
maximize storage efficiency.

The EXPACE series has various storage units. The overhead
cabinets expand the spine vertically allowing greater
privacy. The common-use cabinets, meanwhile, extend the
spine horizontally to provide the office with ample storage
space and to help mark out individual work areas.

(Storage cart / Combination unit / Wardrobe)

The combination unit consists of
drawers and shelves, and the
storage area is extended vertically to
maximize office space utilization.
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(Overhead cabinet / Common-use cabinet)

A handy tray for stationary is placed on the top front corner of the 3-drawer
storage cart. The tray is covered in translucent plastic, which adds an
attractive touch while adequately concealing the contents inside. The top
has raised edges to secure items placed there.

The lower drawers of the
combination unit can be locked
safely and neatly from the shelf
compartment above. Operation is
neat and safe.

The spine is fixed by an extra
bracket, so the unit can not be
tipped over.

One overhead cabinet offers storage space as well as a magnetic board for
users on both sides. The cover material is available in various colors,
providing a selection of accent colors to enhance the office decor.

The elegance of the 2 and 3-high
cabinets is enhanced by rounded
aluminum protectors on the corners.
The hinges are mounted inside, and
are not visible when the doors are
closed for a neat look.

The simply designed handle is
outfitted with a gentle lifting
mechanism for greater user
convenience.
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EXPACE

Side Panel, Screen
& Worktool
The spine constitutes the basic spatial boundaries, and side
panels can be attached to the spine to subdivide the space.
Screens are also available for both the spine and desks to
increase the degree of privacy for individual users.
The EXPACE work tool boasts a sophisticated design and
handy functions to enhance office work convenience.

The side panels are attached to the
spine with pivoting connectors, so
the angle can be adjusted as
needed.
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The screens are affixed to the spine’s
aluminum frame with die-cast
brackets. They remain solidly in
place and look stylish, elevating the
effective height of the spine panel.

Executive Extra
In addition to the spine, partition panels, side cabinets
and conference tables are available to provide extra
elegance to special office spaces such as senior
executive offices, conference rooms and customer
reception rooms.
The extruded aluminum frames meet at a 45° angle, and the separate parts
assemble without exposing bolts. The corners are nicely finished to boost
the elegant appearance.

The accessory panel can hold various items and serve as a magnetic board.
It can be installed on the spine panel, spine screen or desk screen for
enhanced utility.

The side and back panels of the side
cabinet extend above the top to
secure items such as books or office
equipment. The shelf doors slide
open and shut smoothly and
effortlessly.

The round table, designed for small
meetings, is mounted on casters to
facilitate mobility.
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Office System / Desk & Panel

The FX-I office series is based on minimalist
design concepts. It is a complete
customizable workstation with everything
from desk surfaces, panels and storage units
to accessories that provides style, space and
work efficiency. FX-I allows you to create a
simply smart work environment that will not
only inspire and motivate success, but also
satisfy your personal and professional needs.

EXPACE
FX-I

Wire Management

Worksurface

Cable net & Transparent cable clips

Choice of colors for desk surface and desk modesty panel

Cable net is made from flexible material for maximum cable storage.
Attached to the lower surface of the desktop, it discreetly hides away messy
cables. Transparent cable clips are attached to the desk legs for tidy and easy cable
management.The Pre-coated metal(PCM) finishing tile is attached to on the lower
part of the panel with magnets for easy installation and maintenance.

Solid white (WW) and wood-grain (UA) finishes are available. Solid white
desk surface has a silver-lined edge for a sophisticated look.

Power strip includes power sockets
and internet port for efficient
management of electrical and LAN
cables.
46

Cable duct fits both cables and
plugs. Attached push-open type
cap allows for tidy and convenient
cable management.

Slim, silver legs provide a tasteful
modern look. Corners are designed
to create a stylish appearance.
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EXPACE
FX-I

Storage 1
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Storage 2

Top storage units in a variety of colored panels

More secured privacy

Tall storage units for maximum space

Top storage units serve a double function as storage and space divider.
Units are available in an assortment of color fabric panels.
The magnetic storage units allow for posting of memos and photos.
installation and maintenance.

Locking system is applied on combi
side cabinet for better privacy.

Choose from three separate tall units-wardrobe, 3-level or
multi cabinet. Maximize space efficiency by adding accessories,
such as mirrors, boxes and nets.

Easy-to-use PC cabinet

Handless door

Lock system

CPU holder is attached to the inside
of PC cabinet door for quick access
and ease of computer usage. Open
ventilation and cable ducts allow for
proper storage.

Handless storage units without
protruding handles create a
seamless look. Horizontal lines on
doors and drawers provide
additional style.

Key locks now feature an open/lock
status display.
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EXPACE
FX-I

Desk & Etc.

Screen shields both top and bottom of desk
The desk screen provides privacy on the top and bottom of the desk
surface. The slim design, with fabric finish, creates an attractive appeal. The
magnetic screens allow for posting of memos and photos.

Additional Seating
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Seating pad can be added to a side
storage unit to act as a seat, useful
when additional seating is needed.
Open seating promotes
communication and interaction.
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EXPACE
FX-I

Wire Management
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Hanging
Component

Vertical & horizontal cable holders

Hanging shelf

Hanging cabinet

Cable ducts and holders built inside of panels allow for tidy, convenient
cable management.

Attachable open shelf can be hung
from any panel. Store frequently
used books and files for easy access.

Attachable cabinet can be hung
from any panel. A curved door
design creates a smooth look and
hides away your books and files.

Smart belt tile

Hidden space for cable management

Supportive desk legs

Countertop

Open tile covers at 120 degrees
for better view of wire conduits
and allow two-hand work during
wire installations.

Bottom tile of panel has built-in
space to conceal cables. Cables can
be attached easily to the inside caps
for neat cable storage.

Supportive desk legs provide strong
support for hanging desktops. For
cost-effectiveness, one supportive
leg can support two connected
desktops at once.

Countertop may be attached to the
top of a panel to be used as a
reception desk.
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EXPACE
FX-I

Tile,
Frame &
Etc.
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Assortment of colored fabric panels Slim frames with a smooth finish

Translucent stacking panel

Translucent top screen

Choose from a range of color fabric
panels to transform your office into
a fun and vibrant or a relaxed and
soothing place to work.

End cover over strong, slim steelframe edges provides a stylish look
that is slick and smooth.

Place a translucent stackable panel
on top of general panels to add
coverage without obstructing the
view.

Translucent top screen provides
coverage without restricting
communication flow or range of
vision. A seamless bracket design
provides an elegant look.

Stacking frame

Bottom tile and panel with a smooth fit

Adjust panel height by stacking 200
mm high frames together. The
flexibility of panel height allows for
more or less privacy as required.

Bottom tile and panel fit together smoothly, with minimal visibility of joints.
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Office System / Desk

CHANCE

Rapidly changing modern environments
have not only changed our corporate
environments but also the method and
space that we work in.
Open work spaces, flexible spaces for
collaboration, fun spaces that inspire
employees continue to be planned and
encourage free communication and
collaboration between different fields.

CHANCE
EXPACE

Office System
The Functionality of Work System

The Adaptability of Work Space

The CHANCE series bench work system features enhanced functions for improved work efficiency
and its flexible structure can be customized according to the type of work and office space.
Individual work spaces come with practical storage space and a collaborated, productive work
environment can be created by combining various units and work tools.

Different organization structures and types of work require different office environments. CHANCE series
bench work system can be adapted according to the proportion of individual and collaborative work.
It’s the perfect solution for a convenient, efficient office environment.

Mobile Type

Dual monitor arm for
multi-taskers using 2
monitors

Various desk riser units
to store stationery and
personal goods

Mobility
Collaboration
Frontal or side screen according
to collaborative workload,
mobile desk riser to provide
storage, portable drawers

Resident Type

Screen unit to
protect privacy

Portable storage unit
to aid in maximizing work pace

Mobility
Collaboration
Frontal screen for focused
private work, fixed top and
bottom bite storage to provide
plenty of storage space

Flex Type

Mobility
Collaboration

Practical fixed bite storage unit provides
storage space and divides work space
to protect privacy

Frontal or side screen according to
collaborative workload, mobile desk riser
to provide storage, portable bite storage
that’s useful for collaborative work
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CHANCE
EXPACE

Wire Management
/ Worksurface
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Storage

Wiring solution

Variety of desk risers

Wire hole and vertical wire duct to
efficiently organize messy wires.

Riser can be moved freely along central rail for shared use. It comes in a variety of shapes and materials like wood,
steel, plastic and is magnetic for easy memo attachment.

Desk surface

Bite storage(Portable)

Select from white or wood grain / select from basic or duct type desk.

Maximized 3-level storage space,
dial lock for enhanced security.
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CHANCE
EXPACE

Screen & Work Tool
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Frontal screen & Side screen

Mobile screen

Position can be adjusted freely to easily block surroundings and provide
individual work space. Frontal screen can be installed with an accessory
panel and magnet for simple storage and memos.

Screen can be easily moved and fixed
along the central rail.

LED lighting stand

Lock button for drawers

Low power consumption provides
high energy efficiency, touch type
for easy adjusting of brightness.

Lock button inside bottom drawer of
portable storage unit for enhanced
security.

Urethane finish
(Portable bite Storage)
Desk is protected with a smooth,
durable urethane finish.
105
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Office System / Desk & Panel

DELIGHT

DELIGHT series proposes an office that is
perfect and reasonable for customer needs.
The series, with its sophisticated color and
various configurations, helps you to organize
your office efficiently.

DELIGHT
EXPACE

Storage

Color combination
and design

The Delight series has a variety of items that
you can combine to help you plan an efficient layout
in accordance with your business needs.
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Various expansion units

Lower hanging shelf

Various side units connected
to the desk can expand the work
surface or be used as a simple
meeting space.

You can attach a shelf to the bottom
to organize your personal books
and belongings.

WW

GYM

TBM

Screen color
Choice of GYM / TBM / WW in pastel tone color in harmony
with the top plate.

Overhead, Side Cabinet

Memo board

It is possible to store various documents and personal common items
with the overhead and side cabinet.

Memo board with magnet can be
easily used on the screen.
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DELIGHT
EXPACE

Wire management
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Design

Vertical / horizontal duct

'ㄷ' Leg

700mm deep top plate

Wires can be connected by coming up through the vertical ducts to the
horizontal ducts on the screening boards, so users can organize your multitabs and wires neatly.

Minimize the unnecessary area
of the side plate and use the lower
space freely.

A slim desk with a depth of 700mm
allows efficient space usage.

Vertical duct and wiring cap

Modesty panel

The wire is connected from the floor to the desk top so that it can be easily
opened and closed with a wire cap. (a. ‘ㄷ’ shaped leg b. Side plate)

A sufficient length of facing plate
can protect your privacy.
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DELIGHT
EXPACE

Spine

Tile

Vertical / Horizontal wire holder
There are wiring holes and holders inside the panel, which enables efficient
wiring processing.
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Removing and attaching
magnet type tile
Our own tiles reduce assembly /
disassembly time and product
damage

Slim and simple finish
It is finished with a slim steel frame
to emphasize a minimalist and
sophisticated sense.

Hidden cap with wiring

Hidden cap with wiring

Fabric panels in various colors

You can easily connect wires by
attaching a hidden cap for
rearrangement to the baseboard.

With a reversing spring hinge, it can
be secured at a 120 ° opening angle
to ensure a wide field of view.

Stable, subdued color fabric panels
enhance space.
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Office System / Desk

The PUZZLE PLUS office desk connects to a
tall unit, which serves as both the pedestal
and cabinet, providing greater legroom
underneath the desk. The desktop is
ergonomically designed to accommodate a
user’s body movement. The desktop and tall
units attach easily and freely in a wide variety
of configurations.

PUZZLE
EXPACE
PLUS

Movable Pencil Tray

Divider

File Hanger

Wire Management

Drawer Pedestal

PUZZLE PLUS series is designed to accommodate
ever-increasing volume of computers and OA cables
easily and efficiently.

High quality ABS on drawer fronts
gives high fashion appearance and the unit is finished
with spray paint for superb color presentation.

The upper cap of vertical duct
moves up and down for desk
connections.

Cables coming from the legs are
connected to the horizontal ducts,
which is protected by covers for
safety.

Detachable ABS covers on the legs
provide ample space for vertical
connections, and cables from the
floors are directly linked to OA
equipment through cutout corners.
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Placed in the opposite side of L-desk
to maximize work surface, these
compact drawers offer
similar capacity and usage as the
standard depth drawers.

Corner adjustment up to 20mm
allows for easy leveling on uneven
floors.

Matching top extends the desk
work surface and is also compatible
with partition module.

Various types of personal cabinets, connectors and extensions help to
broaden the workplace and make layouts more efficient.
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PUZZLE
EXPACE
PLUS

Tall Unit

Screen
& Accessory

A combination of drawer the pedestal, the shelf, and
the wardrobe B-type is connected to L-desk for
extension of work surface and storage. Natural curves
on the desk are ergonomically designed along work
lines for safe work environment.
Used as a divider between
workstations, C-type provides
wardrobes and vertical storage
spaces for two persons.

When grouped in cluster of two or
four, tall units provide worktops for
standing meeting or surfaces for
communal OA equipment.

PUZZLE PLUS screens come in configurations of I, L, T, X, Y,
or V to create a variety of layouts. They turn into memo
boards with magnets, and various accessories will help
store small items in very pleasant and convenient fashion.

Desk screen

Desk hanging shelf

Accessory

132
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Office System / Desk

The SUPERTECH series is a versatile office
furniture made of composite materials. This
series provides style, durability and space
efficiency. Workstations can be easily and
freely configured. Create the look and feel of
your work environment by choosing one of
the three basic color combinations, from
bright to subdued gray tones, in tandem
with natural wood grain patterns.

supertech
EXPACE

Worksurface &
Wire Management

Desktop colors range from solid
white WW to wood grain UA and LT
colors. If WW color tops are chosen,
silver line edges are applied to bring
out distinctive look.
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Quick and easy cable access cover is
applied to freely connect with
various types of machinery and also
provides sleek arrangement of
electric wires.

Zinc chromium plated drawer
knobs are simple and slim in design
and establishes sophisticated look.

By connecting the extension unit to
the desk to provide more working
space, maximum usage of office
space could be established with the
minimum cost.

The electric wire duct located on the
side of the desk is utilized as a space
to vertically dispatch wires coming
out from the bottom of the office,
and are connected horizontally with
the electric wire clip attached on the
lower part of the desk.

Screen has been installed on the
surface of the desk to block sights
and help one to focus and
concentrate solely on his/her work.
Also, the memo board which is used
to hang on the screen can be used
with the magnet to attach memo or
pictures and the likes.

Side unit expands working and storage space to maximize the space
utilization. There are three types of side units, including side desk and side
cabinet (open cabinet / door cabinet) to choose from.
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enLite
Office System / Panel

The enLite series puts emphasis on simple
design expression. Space can be utilized in a
more practical sense with reduced volume of
lightweight panel. Sharp and light panels are
used to create various sizes of work spaces.
Installation and transportation are easy due to
simple tightening structure.

EXPACE
enLite

Design

Frame

Desk bracket

Support

Elegant design

Slim thickness

Comfortable color

Simple assembly

Desk bracket / Support

Round edges and seamless design
create sophisticated office
atmosphere.

Can be easily moved to a desired
location due to slim thickness (32
mm).

Consisting of soft and comfortable
colors, creating an office with warm
atmosphere.

Panels can be easily assembled,
moved and re-installed thanks to
the simple pinning mechanism of
2 brackets fixing the panel .

Bracket and support that fix a desk. Panel can be used independently
with these.

Accessory

L type

152

Y type

X type

Accessories attachment

Various layouts

Accessories can be mounted using
pencil holder, pen tray, and more.

L, T, X, V, Y-type connectors, giving various options to choose according to office spaces.
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MEGAPLAN

Worksurface
MEGAPLAN offers a large selection of worksurfaces and
modules to meet all your needs in various layouts.
Available in selected solid colors and wood grained
laminate finishes, hanging worksurfaces trigger diverse
color combinations in module units and workstations.
End extensions facilitate increased
interactions among office mates or
offer communal spaces for OA
machines.

Worksurface modules are designed
to accommodate both collaborative
and individual work style.

Angle bullet extensions provide
extra worksurfaces or space for brief
meetings.
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MEGAPLAN

Storage Unit

Hanging
Component

Storage spaces in pedestals, lateral file cabinets, hanging
shelf cabinets and open shelves free up spaces for other
purposes such as receptions or meetings.

Attached to the panels, overhead
shelf cabinets and open shelves
transform spaces above panels into
storage. Accessory bars allow space
for work tools.
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Ergonomically designed for natural workflow, hanging
desktops are available with standard or PUR-molded
edge. Combination of straight or L-desk tops with
connectors and extensions creates optimal workstation
for specific work requirement.

Installed in various modules,
counter tops are fixed to panels
with hidden brackets for better
usage of space under.

Besides standard laminated counter
tops, joint-free artificial marble tops
are also available.

Power and other lines from below
are fed through durable Silicon
corner caps in all PUR-molded edge
desk tops.

Specially designed safety pins are
attached on the brackets to prevent
counter tops separation.
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MEGAPLAN

Frame &
Wire Management

Tile

Vertical frames of the MEGAPLAN series are roll-formed to
rectangular cross-section for unsurpassed structural integrity.
Patented Cam connector guarantees easy assembly as well as
perfect alignment. Designed for trouble-free wiring for all
layouts, MEGAPLAN series fully accommodates cables from all
OA equipment, and cable clips and guides eliminate throughthe-frame wiring for simple and easy wiring or rewiring.

MEGAPLAN tiles use high quality fabrics for pleasant and
aesthetic presentation, and offer large selections such as
smart belt tiles for convenient wire management, PCM
tiles for easy maintenance, and marker board tiles and
glass tiles.

 uides on the top of the frame
G
facilitate easy and safe assembly as
well as perfect alignment.
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The patch panel bracket for network helps you create faster, and
more efficient work environment
that various kinds of functions such
as phone and computer networks
in office application can be installed.

 atented Cam connector ensures
P
easy assembly with only simple
tools and therefore, drastically
reduces installation time and labor.

Leg protrusions simplify vertical
alignments for easy leveling.

Receptacles and RJ-45 are exposed
through belt tiles.

Wires can be vertically connected
through belt and lower tiles. Image
of three-way connection.

Smart belt tile
Specially designed spring hinge
keep the Belt Tile open
at 120 degrees for easy access
during wiring.

Magnetic tile
Magnetic catchers hold the tiles
tight to frame and
maximizes convenience during
assembly.
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Office System / Panel

The MULTIPLAN panel system is simple and
economic, and it offers all the basic features
and functions of a partition - workspace
division, user privacy, durability, and
configuration flexibility.

MULTIPLAN

Frame

Hanging
Component

60mm thick MULTIPLAN Panel
System has been built with the
minimum width to house the
power strip, which explains its slim
design and at the same time
confirms structural stability.

Exterior horizontal / vertical duct
provides electric wires to be hidden
from exposure and helps to bring
out a clean and safe working
environment.

To bring out an attractive finish the
corner of the end finish has been
smoothly rounded to give
completeness of the design.
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Door of the hanging shelf is
functioned smoothly by the gas
cylinder process and is able to stay
open on its own strength to add
convenience to the customers.

Accessory Panel holds numerous
types of accessories and is magnet
attachable to add usefulness during
business operations.

Hanging top fixed bracket has
attached safety pin which prevents
Hanging top to secede.
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Office System / Common Items

Common storage

The common storage cabinet is adaptable to
all series in FURSYS office systems.
It can be arranged diversely, according to the
nature of work and space available.
A range of storage units and door can be
added according to needs and personal taste.
Upon selection of a door, an electronic key
can also be installed for protection of privacy.

